
 

I Am Legend is a drama-filled adaptation of a 1954 book by the same name. The film is about Robert Neville, who has been
living alone in New York City for three years after an unexplained deadly virus killed off most of humanity and turned them
into bloodthirsty zombies. As he searches for a cure to the plague someone else finds him and rescues him from imminent death
at the hands of said zombies. It's good if you like drama, suspense, zombies, mutations, learning medicine and science with
fiction.

##A Warning About Possible Spoilers: This movie may contain spoilers which ruin the movie for some people who haven't seen
it yet or plan to at some point in their lives. If you haven't seen the movie or don't want to be spoiled, I suggest you read the
article starting with the spoiler tag. If you're planning to go see this film, then I recommend reading the entire article.

##How "I Am Legend" was Made: Before it went into production, screenwriter Mark Protosevich (whose credits include "Pi",
"The Cell", and "Shooter") adapted Richard Matheson's novel about a man who believes himself to be the last human being on
Earth. He is hunted down by infected humans, but he survives because he was bitten by an infected dog which had become
desperate for food - it bit him instead of its food. "I Am Legend" was produced by Akiva Goldsman, released on December 14,
2007. It was distributed by Warner Bros, which is a studio belonging to Time Warner Inc. ("The name of the studio where the
movie 'I am Legend' was made."). The film stars Will Smith as Robert Neville and it is directed by Francis Lawrence. The plot
concerns a scientist who has been unsuccessful in his research for an antidote to counter the effects of a synthetic virus that was
accidentally released in 2002 killing 99% of the human population. He has since lived alone in New York City. He is contacted
by a government agency who tell him he has to find a cure before the remaining few thousand survivors overrun the city.
Robert's only hope is to venture into the contaminated countryside where he believes there is still some semblance of civilization
left. The film was released on December 14, 2007 to review scores of movie critics who said that it was "utterly absorbing" and
"a great horror movie", despite its slow start, with many praising Smith for "stepping up to take his place as one of our finest
actors", while others complimented his "sensitive" performance as Neville. It was released on DVD in the UK on July 29, 2008.

The film is available to view for purchase or rent on Netflix under the title "I Am Legend". .

##Credits _________________________________________ _________________________________________
______________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________
_________________________________________
______________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________ "I Am Legend" has six official trailers in total. The first is
the theatrical trailer released in July 2007, which was shown at the world premiere of "Superman Returns". It features shots
from the actual film. The second is a U.K.
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